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DG. Singleton

SUMMARY

A recently proposed means of combining models of ionospheric F-layer peak
electron density and irregularity incremental electron density (AN) so as to
simulate the global occurrence probability of the frequency-spreading component
of spread-F is discussed. This procedure is then used to model experimental
spread-F occurrence results. It is found possible to readily simulate the sunspot.
maximum results, independently of season, with only small adjustments to the
amplitudes of the empirical expressions used to model AN in the several latitude
regimes. However, at sunspot minimum and for each season, the AN model
requires modifiation in the equatorial and mid-latitude regions of high irregularity
incidence, b?fore successful simulations of the spread-F data can be obtained.
These modifications, which include a broadening of the equatorial region and a
polewards shift of the mid-latitude region with decreasing sunspot number, are
discussed in detail. It is concluded !h.t the scintillation data base, from which the
original AN model derives, is not sufficiently representative with regard to sunspot
number and magnetic index. The use of the spread-F adaptation of the AN model,
as well as its original scintillation version, to rectify these failings of the AN model
are also discussed.
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INTRODUCTION

In an carliei paper (reference I . subsequently referred to as Paper I ) . a method of modelling the global occurrence
iluijwtcristics of spread-F lonosphenc echoes (ret 2) was outlined. The approach adopted involved (h* combination of
existing models of ooth the increinental electron density of the responsible ionospheric irregularitiestref J ) and the
maximum electron density of the F-layer(ref 41 in such a way as to be able to predict the occurrence of the frequencyspreading component of spread F< ref 5) It was shown that such a procedure yielded a viable modei of spread-F
incurrence, at least for sunspot-maximum conditions.
The model of the incremental electron density ( A N ) of the ionospheric irregularities used was derived from radio-star
and satellite scintillation data(ref 6.3). It was heavily biased towards high sunspot-number conditions. The minimal
attempts made at incorporating sunspot-cycle variations were largely untested. Thus, while its adequacy for incorporation
in a spread-F model for sunspot-maximum conditions was confirmed by the work reported in Paper I . its applicability to
other epochs of the sunspot cycle remained an open question. This paper investigates this point further.
The next section outlines the analytical framework of the spread-F model. Its ability to predict spread-F occurrence
during sunspot-maximum conditions is then illustrated. This is followed by sections dealing with the sunspot-minium
situation and with suggestions as to how the incremental electron density model might be altered to obtain better agreement
with the observations. The last section discusses this and other areas where the A N model might be improved by
comparison with experimental data via the spread-F model.

2 THE MODEL EMPLOYED
Sprcad-F manifests it sell on tonograms as range spreading and/or frequency spreading. Range spreading involves a
spread in Flayer range at frequencies below the critical frequency (ref.7), while frequency spreading involves a spread in
the critical frequency of the F-layer(ref 5). Of these two types of spread-F. frequency spreading has received more
attention as far as the study of the morphology of its global occurrence is concerned, mainly because of the ease with
which suitabi* occurrence data can be obtained from the bulletins published by the world's network of ionosonde stations
(ret .8). Consequently. there are a number of studies of the world-wide occurrence of the frequency-spreading component
ul spread-F (ref A , ° . 10.11) available wh'.wh render this phenomenon susceptible to the modelling process.
In Paper 1 an octjrrence-probabiiity model of the frequency-spreading component of <nread-F is developed. This
model involves a combination of existing models of (a) the maximum electron density N of the F-Uyer(ref .4) and (b)
the incremental electron density A N of F-layer irregularities(ref J ) . It assumes that the spread in critical frequency of
the 0 ray ( A f ) results from the presence of irregularities at the peak of the height distribution of the F-layer electron
density. Consequently
0

4

Af = 2.85 {(NtAN^-N* !. .

(1)

0

5

3

where the units of M i l / and 10 electrons cm" are used for frequency and electron density respectively.
Since the model piovides the mean values of the distributions of N and A N which might be observed at any location,
tunc, season or epoch of the sunspot cycle. A f is also the mean value of a distribution of possible frequency-spreading
events. Assuming that this distribution is normal and involves predominantly positive values of A f , it is shown in
Paper I that the percentage occurrence of frequency spreading P is given by
g

0

P-

5011-erf i V * ( A f / A f . | ) } | ,
c

0

(2)

where A f is the minimum spread in critical frequency which can be detected and i* of the order of 0.1 MHz for a
conventional ionosonde (ref .5).
Spread-F data is invariably presented in terms of percentage occurrence P. Consequently, equations ( I ) and (2)
allow a combination of the N and A N models to form a P model which can be tested conveniently against experimental
data. This process was illustrated in Paper 1. The maximum electron density (N) model used (ref 4 ) is a phenomenological model employing simple empirical formulae which are functions of local time, day of year, geographk and
geomagnetic latitude and the monthly smoothed Zurich sunspot number. The accuracy of this model, over the full
range of each of these variables, has been demonstrated by its authors. In what follows it has been assumed to be
beyond reproach. However, the same can not be said for the A N model used in Paper 1 .
c
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Tin i:.crcmenta; electron deriiitv 'nodei due to Fremouw and Rinolicl J ) i» hated >>n radm-»;»r <i>d sa'.eiiite
wui!uUik>n index JJ!J taker, predominately in years of high sunspot number Moreover the tunsp'.'i-cycle variation*
whkh «f(c u».o<pot.<ird in iiie iKski were b-scd on CBcniuii) subjective utformaiiuri and ihe«e dependencies were no!
tested by the Ju'hvf s i>l the nxdei In this paper. an jttempi will be nude to throw tome light <>o the nature of the
iu:<>pot-cycle dependence ot the eiobal distribution of AN H> impanng the spread! adaptation of the AN model with
spiead-F oivunerwc dau »bu:nfd m both sunspct-rmr.i'n..-1 and maximum year* Consequently . the AN model ui
FrrnnHj* and Rtnv ; .uiimca .. uCail be^ow so as to allow easy reference t>> areas of the model in which improvements
might be effected
The model c.wiaul* of four additive icrms. the influence of each being dominant ui different regimes of geomagnetic
Latitude, namely equatorial, mid. high and auroral latitudes These terms are functions of local tune (t hours) day oi
year (d day;!, geomagnetic latitude I X degrees) and the monthly smoothed Zurich sunspot number |R» In order to
preserve some flexibility in fitting the final spread-F model to the 'tperimenul data.a factor m will be included in each
term which aliows the adjust men; oi its magnitude. Thus the model is represented by

AN = Tt A \ ( R i i . t > i + m
f
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Note that the sunspot-cycle van jt ions included in the model are limited to the amplitude of the equatorial component,
the position of the steep ma ease in irregularity activity at high latitudes (the scintillation boundary) and the amplitude and
width of the auroral component
Another aspect of the spread-F adaptation of the AN model which must be considered is the need for the inclusion of
a blackout factor (Paper 1) at latitudes in excess of 70° geomagnetic. This factor, which was applied directly to the
predicted occurrence probability. was found to be necessary to adequately model the experimental data at the** latitudes.
The need for such a factor is believed to be due to polar-blackout effecu on the statistics of bottomside spread-F and/or
inadequate knowledge of the behaviour of AN at these latitudes. Variations in the nature of the blackout factor with
season and sunspot number wsJl be considered m the following sections.
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:•> SUNSPOT-MAXIMUM CONDITIONS
fxpcruncnui results tor the probability ot occurrence of spread-F under sunspot-maximjm conditions for the
northern sob lice (Jul) 1957). equinox (September 1957) and southern solstice (January l ° 5 8 ) are presented in
figure 1(a). (b) and (c| respectively (ref.8). In each of these diagrams, the probability of occurrence of spread-F.
expressed as a percentage, is plotted contour fashion on a grid of local tune versus geomagnetic latitude. The ionosonde
stations which provided the data for these diagrams were distributed throughout the indicated range of latitude but were
confined to within ±25° of 75°W geographic longitude.
Paper I describes in detail the simulation of the September 1957 data (figure 1(b)) with the aid of the model. The
result of the simulation is shown in figure 1(e) which H drawn using the same format as that used in the experimental
contour diagrams. Here the m factors were chosen to be IX). 2.7.3.0 and 3 D in the equatorial, middle, high and auroral
btitudes lespectively. Also, a blackout factor (B) was applied to the spread F occurrence probability at geomagnetic
latitudes in excess \>t 7(1° This had the form

B = 1 • Alco$;» U t - r V T j - l)*Clcos4ir

j (t - r V T j

-I]

Ml)

*lii-re the period T = 24 hours, the phase time f - I hour and the coefficients A and C were 0.09 and 0.17 respectively.
As indicated in Paper I. the significant agreement attained between the simulation and the experimental dita. both in this
and other similar comparisons, is strong evidence in favour of the modelling procedures adopted, at least at sunspot
maximum and in the equinoxes.
In a similar way. the occurrence data for the northern solstice (figure I (a) and southern soistice (figure 1(c) were
simulated with the aid of the model and the results are shown in figures I (d) and ( 0 respectively. The values of m used
are shown in Table I. These are generally small and similar in magnitude to those required to fit the model to the data
under equinoctial conditions. An exception to this occurs in the case of the auroral term for the southern solstice where
m •* -cquired to be an order of magnitude larger than that required elsewhere. It should also be noted, that. while in the
equatorial region m - 1 gives a reasonable fit in September 19S7 and January 1958, this value is apparently too large in
July l°57 This point will be considered further in a later section.
In order to simulate the experimental spread-F occurence data at high latitudes during the solstices, a blackout factor
(R) is required of similar form to that used in the equinoctial case. The equation used is
f

2

B = | I • A | c i » : » ( l - T ) / T - l | • ( ' j cos 4»(t - T)/T - I j |exp ] (X - X ) / ; .
c

2
d

j

(12)

Hits is a generalization of equation (11) in thai it allows for a variation of B with geomagnetic latitude where this
latitude is greater than the minimum latitude ( X ) at which Bis applied. Equation (12) reduces to equation (11) when
the parameter A . is large compared to X - X . In the following, it will be necessary to refer to the individual terms of
equation (12) which is thus convenk ntly rewritten as
c

B * [I+D+EIF

(13)

The parameters used in equation (12) to simulate the high tolitude portions of Figures 1 (d), (e) and ( 0 are given in
Table I. Note that in the southern solstice (figure I ( 0 ) , equation (12) is reduced to the form B = 1 • D giving the
simulation a minimum at local midnigh' as observed (figure 1(c)). In order to model the complex high latitude structure
observed in the northern solstice (figure 1(a)), the form of the blackout factor is changed from B * ( I + D) . F,in the
geomagnetic latitude range of 70° to 80°. to B «= ( I + 0 + E). F, for 80° to the pole.
Comparison of figures I (d), (e) and ( 0 with figures 1(a), (b) and (c) shows that the spread-F adaptation of the A N
mi del produces acceptable simulations of the spread-F occurrence data, independent of season, for sunspot-maximum
conditions. In the main, only small adjustments of the level of activity via the m factor are found to be necessary. Also,
a blackout factor of consistent form allows the modelling of the high latitude data to be completed. Consequently, the
incremental electron-density model of F-region irregularities, derived from scintillation studies, adequately depicts the
global occurrence characteristics of spread-F for sunspot-maximum conditions not only during the equinoxes but also
daring the solstices. This generalization of the main result of Paper 1 to include all seasons will now be continued so as
to embrace other epochs of the surtspot cycle.

4
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4 SUN5POT MINIM'JM CONDITIONS
Fxpciimcntal results tor the probability of occurrence of spread+ under sunspot-minimum conditions for the northern
solstice (July !*'t>4i. equinox (September l'»64)and southern solstice (January I9*>4|jr* presented in figures 2(a).(bland
|c> respectively (rel'IOi In each ot these diagrams, the probability of occurrence of spread-F. expressed as a percentage,
is plotted contour fashion on J end of local time versus geomagnetic latitude This forinat is identical to that usea in
figure I. j * is the Juin ,.l lonovude stations providing the data m the two cases. A season by season comparison of the
SUII>|H>I iiiimniiim dju wit.i that lor sunspot maximum is possible with the aid of figures 1(a). fh)ami (c)and figures 2(a).
(Hi jud (c) Sach J coitipjiLvi: Miggests immediately two changes in the occurrence behaviour of sprcad-F with changing
suiispoi nimibt-i I nsi 11 ii' c-|iuixrul region of high occurrence hjs a Larger latitude extent in sunspoi minimum than in
suiispot maximum Secondlt . j Mihpc.ik ol high jccurreiicc in the middle latitudes (about 50° geomagnetic latituie) is
clearly sisible under sunspol minimum conditions whereas this tends to merge with the high latitude occurrenct prak at
sunspot maximum \ «iKce*>ful »picad-F model must ncccssaiily predict these changes in occurrence behaviour
lit Paper I it was shown (li.il the AN model plavs a predominant role in the simulation of the spread-F occurrence
pattein- Ilu- iiMxiininn electron Jensity (N) model influences the simulation only in a second order manner
Constqiieiitlv . n tin- existing model is to accommodate the simspot-cycle changes in the equatorial and midJatrt jde
sprc.idF ivcunenct* behaviour |u\i m>ted. the AN model should include sunspot-cyclc variations Examination ol the
appfojMute lerms ->f the model shows that in the mid latitudes (equation (5)). no account whatsoever is taken of the
vunspot . \clc. while at equatoiul Ijtitudes.a sunspot dependence is introduced only via the overall amplitude (equation
(4)) I Ins type- ot sunspof-cv cle dependence at the equator seems unlikely to produce the desired result, as similar
oterjll lesels of occurrence in this region exist at the two points of the sunspot cycle investigated (vide figures 1(a), (b)
and tv land 2(j». (b)and (c)). )h-:se speculations were confirmed, when attempts to use the spread-F adaptation of the
AN movicl of Fremouw jnd Rini(relJ) failed to adequately simulate the equatorial and mid-latitude behaviour noted
above
examination oi equation (4) shows that. in the model, the extent of the equatorial region north and south of the
geomagnetic equator is controlled by X . which is set at 12" by Fremouw and Rino. While this value is adequate for the
sunspoi maximum situation, the expansion of tln> region during sunspot minimum suggests that X should be increased
by a I.Mor of the order ot three .it this tune
Fqtialion (5 i shows that the mul-latitude region oioccunciicc is controlled in position and width by X and X
respectively Again, the values .>i X - .'2.5° and X = 10° adopted by Fremouw and Rino. while being adequate at
sitnspoi iiuMilium, appeal lo require modification at sunspoi minimum to account f >r the relatively narro-v peak in
incurrence which occurs near 50" geomagnetic latitude.
Figuu-s 2(d). <e) and (ft show successful simulaiioiis of the sunspot -minimum spread-F occurrence patterns observed
during ilie northern solstice (figuie 2(a).equinox (figure 2(b)) and southern solstice (figure 2(c)) respectively. The
parameiers X .X and X used aie as indicated in Tabl: 2. The values of these parameters, which were suggested by
Frentouw and Rino(ref 3) and found to be adequate for the prediction of spread-F occurrence at sunspot maximum, are
listed ID brackets at the head of Table 2.
The in values used in the sunspot -minimum simulations are listed in Table 2. This table also gives the parameters used
to Mice, ^iiilly simulate experimental data for April l°M. These data and their simulation are not shown diagramatically.
IN -<.,J,T i,, ,.h!;:;n successful simulations of the spread-F occurrence behaviour at high latitudes under sunspot-minimum
conditions, it was found necessary to apply a blackout factor to the spread-F occurrence values predicted with the aid of
equations (l) and (2) and the AN and N models. The procedure used was similar to that described in Section 3 for
sunspoi-maximum conditions, the blackout factor employed being identical in form lo that used there (equation (12)).
The parameters used in the blackout factor are listed in Table 2 and the rasulting high latitude simulations of spread-F
occurrence appear in figures 2(d). (e) and (0.
Under sunspot-minimum conditions the blackout factor takes its simplest form, namely B I • D. during the equinox.
This factor is applied at all geoniaeneiic latitudes greater than 65° giving, in figure 2(e). a simulation of the high-latitude
experimental results shown in figure 2(b). The blackout factor required to simulate the two-minima configuration found
in the high-latitude southern-solstice results of figure 2(c) is also relatively simple, being of the form B * I + E. The
resulting simulation is given in figure 2(0- As in the sunspot-maximum situation (Section 3), the blackout factor takes on
its mos- complex format during the northern solstice. In this solstice at sunspot minimum, it is again found necessity to
change the form of the blackout factor on proceeding to very high latitudes. Between 65° and 80° geomagnetic latitude
the blackout factor takes the fortr B = (I • D). F.while at higher latitudes the form B * I • E is used. As shown in
figure 2(d), this allows successful simulation of the change from a one-minimum structure at auroral latitudes, to the
two-minima structure at the polar latitudes found in the experimental occurrence diagram (figure 2(a)).
It is interesting to compare the m factors required at sunspot minimum (Table 2) with those used in sunspot maximum
(Table I). Al (he equatorial latitudes small values close to unity are required at both the maximum and minimum of the
sunspoi cycle. However, at the higher latitudes, the relatively small values required at sunspot maximum are replaced by
values of the order of 10 at sunspoi minimum. The significance of this sunspot-cycle effect will be discussed in the next
lection.
()
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5 SU.t.fcSTfcl) MOlUhK'AriONS TO Till-. A N MODFL
Pi<r r.fepnng teciiom hj«c demonstrated thjt a considerable measure i>l success can be obtained in simulating the
,s.i ui tence ch.ii.icteiisti<.s of spread-F by jsuig the modelling procedure outlined initially m Paper I Under sunspotlUMiuutii condition* the A N model.on wh.ch the procedure is based.is substantially the same as th.*t proposed by
> reiiKuiw jnJ Rino(ict 3) on the basis of Scintillation studies. The only change found necessary involves a small
adjustment (*u the in lact-MSiof the amplitudes f the terms which icpiesent AN in the several latitude regimes, tinder
sun-.pi>! minimum conditions however n o t only are slightly larger in factors required, but modification of three of the
{•arjinetcrs Jefuied b> Fremouw and Rinolref J i is also found necessary This suggests that the A N model of Fremouw
and RUH< ma> need tmHlrficaiion in order to include sunspot cycle variations not previously identified It will be recalled
tl.:' Fremouw and Rmo's model was defined using predominantly high sunspot-number data and that it was not tested for
Mlli^pot v>vk' V j r U l l O I l N

In figure 3 the sevei.il parameter; of the model which have been shown to be sunspot-cycle dependent are plotted
jiuinM sunspot numbei As ilie available point* cluster at low and high sunspoi numbers, it is not possible to define the
\uii\pot-cycle trends unambiguously. However.a number of interesting possibilities suggest themselves and these should
be noted
Figure >|J) presents ihc variation ol the equatorial-width parameter X . with sunspot number R There is only one
,<ouit jt sunspot maximum (R = I**5»corresponding to the value adopted by Fremouw and Rinofref 3). while at sunspot
minimum (here are four point', each marked with an abbreviation indicating the month in which the data were taken. If
no significance is placed in the scatter of points at low sunspot numbers, then the data might be represented by the full
line, i e. by the linear relation

X

» -ll.5Rt J4i

e

(14)

On the other hand. ;he scatter at low sunspot number disappears if the broken line curve is taken as indicating the trend.
In this case, the sunspot number dependence of X is given by

X

e

- 82R-°•

J M

(15)

More information in the middle sunspot number range is obviously required in order to choose which, if either, of these
variations is appropriate.
Figure 3(b) is a plot of the width parameter ( X )of the mid Ltitude occurrence region against the sunspot number
(R). Again there is only one point at sunspot maximum corresponding to the value adopted by Fremouw and Rino(ref 5)
At sunspot minimum there is considerable scatter. If this scatter is ignored then the data might be represented by the full
line, i e . by the linear relation
m

X,,, = 0D!65R + 6.';5

(16)

In this case, the scatter cannot be removed by adopting a simple non-linear relationship. However, examination of the
scatter suggests that there might be a cyclic variation based on season. Proceeding from January through April, July and
September s»ck to January, a loop such as that indicated by the dotted line is traced out. Such a variation could be
presented by a term of the form cos (vd/18 2.5), where d is the day of the year. This cyclic variation apparently has zero
amplitude at high sunspot number. The decrease in its amplitude with increasing sunspot number might be represented
by Q as illustrated in the lower part of figure 3(b), i * . by

Q -

The complete expression for X

m

X

-O0I65R+3.25

then becomes

- O.OI65R + 6.75 + (O0l65R-3.25)cos(»d/l82.5)

(17)
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Which describe*J •"da.nped" oscillatory variation of X

n l

with increasing sunspot number ar.d day ot year. This

va.wiM::i w.miu be OKIimcd between the two broken str.ight lines in figure 3<b>

Again mid sunsp4i|<ycle data is

necessary to lest the reality of such a Miggesiion.
Figure .He | shows the variation of the position parameter ( X ) o l the mid latitude occurrence region with sunspot
number (R). The single point at high sunspnt number corresponds to the value chosen by Fremouw and Rinof ref.3) and
the points at low sunspot number are the values suggested by the present investigation Two curves showing possible
connections between X , and R appear on the diagram The full line represents the linear relationship
(

X . * -0AH5R • 4 ° .

(18)

while the btttken line gives the powc: uw relationship

X = WR-° '*'

(19)

0

The scatter of points at low sunspot number precludes distinguishing between these two possibdities. Indeed, if the low
sunspot number points are considered in seasonal order, it is abo possible to visualize a cyclic pattern similar to that
described in Figure 3(b). Mid sunspot cycle data is required in order to choose which, if any. of these three possible
relationships is appropriate
Figures 3(d). (e). ( 0 and (g) give the sunspot-cycle variations of the m factors in the equatorial ( m ) . mid < m ) .
high (m_) and auroral (m ) latitude regions respectively. Again only values at the very low and very high sunspot numbers
are available. The scatter at low sunspot number is greater than that at high sunspot number. The following possible
linear n lationships are indicated on the figure
e

m

m

m

c

= -0 01 I R t 3 J .

(20)

m

= -0.032R + 8.6.

(21)

m

h

= -0.04IR-II

(22)

m

a

= -0.0f.6R* 15

(23)

and

Interpretation in terms of non-linear relationships and seasonal-cyclic variations also appear to be possible in some cases.
Again, however, justification of a relationship more complex than a simple linear one is hampered by the limited data
available.
Wnile it is realised that the lack of information at medium sunspot numbers seriously limits the velocity of the sunspotcycle variations proposed above, they are put forward as a first attempt at defining these variations. Further work is
required in Ihis area, employing both the scintillation and spread-F modelling techniques, to fully define the variations.

6. DISCUSSION
The above demonstrates that considerable success can be obtained in simulating the observed occurrence characteristics
of spread-F using the modelling techniques originally proposed in Paper I . Abo it has been shown that the incremental
electron density model can be further defined in the process However, there are several points which require further
discussion.
In the equatorial latitudes, an apparent discrepancy exists between the models predictions and experiment during the
northern solstice under sunspot-maximum conditions. Comparison of figures 1(a) and (d) indicates that the simulation
suggests there should be more spread-F than is actually obwrved in the vicinity of the geomagnetic equator. This can be
explained in terms of an inadequacy of Fremouw and Rino'»(ref .3) model of A N . Scintillation results obtain* 1 at high
sunspot number (about 100) show a seasonal variation at the equator which peaks in the equinoxes, has a narrow and
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vh.iii.i* minimum m th» v.^'.herr. i.!i.-^c i.«I a H I ™ deep •iiiiuiiiuiii in ihc northern y>lsiice(rel 12) Fremouw and
KiteM"*' " I originally modelled this by a simple sinusoidal variation and this was carried over into Frcmouw and Rino's
net «) model Obviously such a model can only approximate the observed variation and. depending now the mean level
,•! the sinusoid is set. at least one season must be poorly modelled Apparently the levels are such as to provide a good
match tor the equinoxes and tlv.- southern solstice and therefore are loo high lor the northern solstice
It should be noted also thai at sunspot minimum, the model with m = I gives a good simulation in the equatorial
ifftin in the equinoxu! periods hjt larger values ot m are needed in the solstices (figure 2 and Table 2). Further, m
tor the southern vsbtice is nearly three times its value for the northern solstice. This indicates that the inequality of the
soisiue minima, referred to above at high sunspot number, is al«o present at sunspot minimum. However, the amplitude
• •I the AN variation is evidently less in sunspot minimum than HI sunspot maximum. These results should be confirmed
AIIII Nintabls designed wuilillaiKin studies.
Dn> JiscusMon indicates that variations of 'Me equatorial AN model proposed by Fremouw and Rino(ref J) are
evidently necessary . it it is desired to simulate more than the gross effects Also, the models currently provide no
provision lor ihc effect of short term changes in magnetic activity which are known to influence the occurrence of F4ayer
uiciEuUiities in equatorial regions(ref.l2).
In the r.iid latitudes. Fremouw and Rmo(retJ) base their model on the scintillation observations reported by Preddey
(ref 13)which were obtained during a period when the sunspot number was of the order of 30. Here the mid latitude
peak in scintillation index occurred in the vicinity of 32° geomagnetic latitude. It is interesting that this model proves to
be adequate to explain the spread-F data at these latitudes at the peak of the sunspot cycle but needs radical modification
to simulate the spread-F occurrence situation when the sunspot number is of the order of 10. The modification required
involves increasing the latitude of the peak to about 48°.decreasing its width by about a factor of 2 and increasing its
magnitude by a factor of nearly 4 (Table 2). The picture wnich seems to emerge is as follows. On proceeding from
unspol minimum to maximum, the mid latitude sub peak 11 the occurrence and/or strength of the F-region irregularities
diminishes in intensity and moves towards the equator, van-shing altogether at sunspot maximum. Such behaviour
would be consistent with a variation of X with R similar to that shown by the broken line in figure 3(c). It would also
suggest that a similar non-linear variation of m with R might be more appropriate infigureMe). More observational
data involving both scintillations and spread-F zt medium sunspot numbers would allow these aspects of the model to be
further defined.
The spread F adaptation of Fremouw and Rino's(ref J) model of AN provides an adequate simulation of the spread-F
occurrence situation at high latitudes at both extremes of the sunspot cycle. The inclusion of the blackout factor at
auroral and higher latitudes may mask deficiencies of the AN model at these latitudes at either or both of the extremes
of the sunspot cycle. As discussed in Paper I. more scintillation data at these high latitudes are needed, if the AN model
is to be more rigidly defined there and indeed, if the physical significance of the blackout factor is to be fully understood.
The success of the spread-F adaptation of the AN model in simulating the high latitude data at latitudes lower than that
at which the blackout factor must ye applied, speaks highly of its accuracy in this region over the whole sunspot cycle.
Pope(ref .14) has recently sugg sted a variation of Fremouw and Rino's(ref J ) model in the high latitude region. This
is based on the observed control'. y ..^atnetic activity of the movement of the steep increase in irregularity activity between
^O" and 70° geomagnetic latitude. The high latitude term in the AN model (equation (6)) is replaced by one which
depends on the pianetary magnetic index Kp rather than on the sunspot number R. While this modification provides an
improved representation of the stimulation data, it was not employed in the present investigation because the spread-F
data used were not analysed with regard to magnetic activity. To have employed Pope's model would have meant using
an average value of K for each Mason in each part of the sunspot cycle. It is doubtful whether such an approach would
have yielded comparisons any mtit meaningful than those presented here.
In conclusion, the present study indicates that the scintillation data base, from which the original AN model derives, is
not sufficiently representative with respect to sunspot number and magnetic index. It is also clear that further improve
ment of the spread-F and scintillation modelling process will only be achieved when the effects of sunspot number and
magnetic index are explicitly wr.icn into the models. The present work suggests the form he sunspot number dependence
might lake. However. more analyses of spread-F and scintillation data must be carried out, before it will be possible to
clearly define the roles these effects play in the models.
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Figure 1 • Experimental local time versus geomagnetic latitude contour plots of spread-F occurrence for the northern solstice (a),
equinox (b) and southern solstice (c), under sunspot-maximum conditions, compared with their simulations ((d), (e) and (0)
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Figure 2. Experimental local time versus geomagnetic latitude contour plots of spread-F occurrence for the northern solstice (a),
equinox (b) and southern sobtice (c), under sunspot-minimum conditions, compared with their simulations ((d I. (e) and (0)
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Summary
A recently proposed means of combining models of ionospheric F-layer peak electron density and
irregularity incremental electron density (AN) so as to simulate the global occurrence probability of
the frequency-spreading component of spread-F is discussed. This procedure is then used to model
experimental spread-F occurrence results. It is found possible to readily simulate the sunspot maximum results, independently of season, with only small adjustments to the amplitudes of the
empirical expressions used to model AN in the several latitude regimes. However,at sunspot minimum
and for each season, the AN model requires modification in the equatorial and mid-latitude regions of
tnpii irregularity incidence, before successful simulations of the spread-F data can be obtained. These
modifications, which include a broadening of the equatorial region and a polewards shift of the midIjtitude region with decreasing sunspot number, are discussed in detail. It is concluded that the
scintillation data base, from which the orginial AN model derives, is not sufficiently representative with
regard to sunspot number and magnetic index. The use of the spread-F adaptation of the AN model,
as well as its orginial scintillation version, to rectify these failings of the AN model are also discussed.
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